WATERPARKS OVER 10 ACRES

THE ULTIMATE WATERPARK
DESTINATIONS

Waterparks that Deliver Results
No one knows water parks like ADG. We have been designing and building them
since the concept first arrived on the shores of North America back in the 1970’s.
And with that concept, came the development of our unique InDepthTM Approach
to designing and building the optimal water park – it’s a combined methodology to
planning, design, construction, and manufacturing that brings our clients expertise
and flexibility not found anywhere else in the industry.
Waterparks are designed in all shapes and sizes and when your market demands
a large-scale waterpark, ADG knows exactly how to create the ultimate waterpark
destination. Our park designs include innovative layouts and unique attractions to
create the perfect large-park setting to give your guests the best experience, and
maximize the impact on your bottom line.

SMART SOLUTIONS FOR REAL SUCCESS.

WATERPARKS DESIGNED FOR SUCCESS
CALYPSO
ADG designed and constructed the 25-acre
waterpark to include a 52,000 sqft marquee wave
pool, one of the largest in North America, a 1,600ft
themed Adventure River, innovative multi-level play
structure, and ample amounts of decking areas for
guest enjoyment, F&B, and retail opportunities. The
success has allowed for three additional expansions
since its opening in 2009, expanding the park to
over 30 acres in just five short years.

SIX FLAGS OVER GEORGIA
The impressive Calypso Bay, features a 38,000 sf
custom pool that delivers 4ft waves breaking in eight
different patterns. ADG incorporated the world’s
first hybrid zero-gravity slide into the design, along
with a multi-slide complex and an interactive water
playground. Since its’ opening the water park has
skyrocketed to fame as one of the new “must-visit”
attractions in the Southeast.

WATER WORLD
A long time partner, ADG worked with Water World
to develop an innovative mix of ride attractions to
differentiate the waterpark from its competitors.
While using the existing property layout to capitalize
on opportunities to bring in additional revenue,
features included a massive 64,000 sqft wave pool,
the world’s first boogie boarding surf pool, and
innovative kids wave pool.

For more information on ADG’s Large Waterpark projects visit: www.aquaticgroup.com/our-work
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DESIGN/BUILD. No one knows water parks
like ADG. Our unique InDepth™ approach to
designing and building the optimal water park
utilizes a combined methodology for planning,
design, construction and manufacturing that
brings our clients expertise and flexibility not
found anywhere else in the industry. More than
just installing a slide or flashy new ride, our
innovative approach is developed to increase
your market base, grow your bottom line, and
create a superior guest experience.

EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER. Making
your vision a reality and getting it right from the
start, from conceptual renderings and planning
to innovative product design and construction
services, inspires the dedicated team at ADG.
We are committed to delivering smart, bottomline strengthening products and solutions.
No other company has the ability to offer the
flexibility on project fulfillment and followthrough, from concept to completion, like ADG.

DISCOVER THE ADG ADVANTAGE
www.aquaticgroup.com
1.518.783.0038
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047

